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QUESTION 1

A customer would like a CCI script to resynchronize all of the ShadowImage volumes on a USP100 defined in CCI. The
customer is running the latest CCI version on a Solaris server using the korn shell. Several CCI device group names are
used. The primary volumes are defined in horcm0.conf and the secondary volumes are defined in horcm1.conf. Which
command would be used in a script to list all of the ShadowImage CCI device group names prior to executing the
Pairresync command? 

A. raidqry -g 

B. raidscan -g 

C. pairdisplay -g 

D. cat /etc/horcm0.conf | grep group 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are attempting to do a ShadowImage replication, HORCM does not start. The following messages are 

found in the logs: 

09:00:49-d2348-02696- horcread():this device is not a command,device.:\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE7 09:00:49d2348- 02696-
[WARNING] This device (\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE7) is not ready for receiving a command. 

09:00:49-d61c8-02696- ERROR:horcm_cfg_create 09:00:54-d61c8-01940- horcmgr:Failed to connect to 

HORCM. 

Which action would help resolve the problem? 

A. Check the HORCM_DEV section in the configuration file. 

B. Run the raidscan -x findcmddev 0,20 command. 

C. Run the raidscan -x mkcmddev \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE7 command. 

D. Use Windows Disk Manager to assign a drive letter to \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE7.5.1\\\\.\ \PHYSICALDRIVE7.5.1 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

During a Copy-on-Write SnapShot (CoW) implementation, a customer asks you to demonstrate the Quick Restore
functionality of the software. CCI for this environment is installed on a UNIX host using korn shell and the CoW CCI
device group is COW_db01. Which statement is correct? 

A. This is not possible using Copy-on-Write SnapShot. 
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B. Use the pairresync -g COW_db01 -fq normal -restore commands. 

C. Use the export HORCC_REST=NORMAL; pairresync -g COW_db01 -restore commands. 

D. Use the export HORCC_REST=COW_QUICK; pairresync -g COW_db01 -restore commands. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

The Hitachi Storage Cluster (HSC) for Microsoft Environments script for the Microsoft Cluster software has to support
several specific functions. Which three functions need to be supported? (Choose three.) 

A. IsAlive 

B. Online 

C. IsDead 

D. TakeOver 

E. LooksAlive 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer uses ShadowImage At-Time Split to create a copy of an online Oracle database so that it can be mounted
and started on another server for testing purposes. What will the database do on the recovery server when it starts to
ensure that the transactions are restored to a point in time? 

A. Roll forward the redo logs. 

B. Perform a database dump. 

C. Transition into hot backup mode. 

D. Create copies of the archive logs. 

Correct Answer: A 
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